
AUTOMATIC SEA VISION 
 

Software Suite for smart maritime surveillance 

 

PRODUCTS 

ASV Software Suite is an innovative solution dedicated to maritime security and safety for ships and shore 

surveillance centres, expanding the human watch capabilities while easing the daily job of the operator.  

ASV-DET 

Performs fully automatic detection, tracking  and alert on the observed maritime perimeter.  

Based on an innovative and patented video analytics.  

Advanced Image processing using infrared images in moving environment. 
 

ASV-SERVO 

Enhanced slew to cue feature for quick and immediate track identification by operator. 

Automatic orientation of a full network of Pan Tilt Zoom cameras on tracks of interest.  

Tracks of interest provided by an external source (ARPA track from a radar, ASV-DET, AIS,...).  

Fully integrated with ASV-DET. 
 

ASV-ARGUS  

ASV user interface.  

Shows live view of all cameras attached 

to ASV software. 

Displays all useful information in an 

‘augmented reality’ video stream.  
 

SOFTWARE INTERFACES dedicated 

to connect the ASV core system (ASV-

DET, ASV-SERVO) to external devices 

(navigation, non lethal equipments, video 

recorder).  
 

PERFORMANCES 

ASV software suite enhances the capacity of detection and identification of thermal infrared cameras. It significantly 

increases watch performances of the surveillance or bridge teams. 

New and specific algorithm for maritime surveillance, dedicated to detect moving objects, in a moving 

environment (sea) from a moving platform (ship).    

Alert notice on all kind of objects, very small (from 2 pixels), static or fast (up to 35 knots), in calm or rough 

weather and sometimes not even seen by a human eye or a radar. 

Permanent help to maritime surveillance. Automatic detection works 24/7 and perfectly fits in complex 

situation with dense traffic and short alert notices or where human attention cannot decline. 

Visual dimension paramount in maritime surveillance while not competing with existing systems (Radar, AIS, 

VTS...) but complete them.  

ASV software suite is camera agnostic. It works on COTS hardware. It is easy to integrate and upgrade.  
 

APPLICATIONS & REFERENCES 

Integrated security systems (watch at sea and coastal surveillance systems, critical infrastructures protection, 
naval base protection, border surveillance). 

Navigation safety (vessel traffic services, anti-collision systems, search & rescue). 

References in Oil & Gas industries, Mega-Yachts, Ship Owners, French Ministry of the Interior, French Ministry 

of Defense, NATO, Armament industries. 
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ASV S.A. 
65, rue de la Garenne 
92310 Sèvres - France 
Tel : + 33 (0) 1 41 15 94 20 
Fax : + 33 (0) 1 47 09 60 82 
contactus@asv.fr 
www.automaticseavision.com 


